HOLLOWAY ART LENDING LIBRARY
Update – June 2017
Here is the June update from the Holloway Art Lending Library (HALL)!
We had a fantastic summer lending session at Resource for London (map) from 9-11
June. Thanks to everyone who came along. If you missed it, the collection will be
exhibited in Resource for London's first floor gallery until our next lending session
scheduled for 8-10 September.
Here is a photo of a member borrowing Bridget H.
Jackson’s ‘Converge’. Visit our Facebook page to
see more and please like us while you're there!
There was an article about HALL in the Islington
Tribune highlighting the work of Tinsel Edwards.
Unfortunately, there were a few errors in the
report, one of which stated that pieces in the
collection are available to rent. We have been in
touch with Emily Finch to correct this, as we do
not charge members rent, and she has amended
the online version of the piece. Here is a link to
the online article.
They also failed to mention that Tinsel has a book
coming out about art and housing in London!

A member borrows Bridget H.
Jackson's 'Converge'

A number of
people came along after having seen the article, and
we were delighted to welcome these new members!
Please accept our apologies for any confusion the
article caused.
If you haven't already, you can register in advance to
borrow from the art lending library. Click here and
complete the short form. And then just bring your
photo ID and proof of address along with you to the
next lending session in order to borrow an original
work of art for three months, free of charge.

Erroneous news is better than no
news!

Thank you for your generous donations to the HALL
framing fund! Each quarter new and existing artists
will be able to apply to use the fund to frame new
work. We have already relaunched the campaign for
the next quarter. Here is a link to the JustGiving page.
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